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Vision Statement
“A statement of desired characteristics of a place at a specific time.” This statement
should address transportation goals and may include other community and environmental
goals related to the transportation corridor as well.
• Include Transportation needs
• Include Community Values or Aspirations
• Include Scenic, Aesthetic, Historic and Environmental Values and Goals
*******Vision Statement addresses items in the problem Statement.************
River Road Vision Statement Exercise
•

•
•
•

Group Breakout- Break out into 4-5 Groups
1. One Person from Each Group to Write Down Information.
2. Each member of the group to share personal Vision Statement
3. Develop Vision Statement amongst Group
Individual groups share their Vision statement with Committee.
Develop Group Vision Statement
Achieve consensus on Vision Statement.

Sample Vision Statements
________________________________________________________________________
“Loudon Road will be an attractive, safe corridor that visually and physically connects at
a human scale destinations east and west of the turnpike. It
will be uniquely Concord place that functions well for all modes of transportation and
integrates Concord history, aesthetics and environment.”
________________________________________________________________________
“The Pelham town center will be enhanced by changes to multiple intersections, which
will make the town center safer and more welcoming to drivers, pedestrians, and
bicyclists. These changes will enhance and preserve the small town character, historic
setting and community aesthetics. Traffic movement for all approaches through the
Pelham Town center will flow at a slow, steady, safe, and efficient
Manner for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles.”
________________________________________________________________________
The Route 12 corridor will be safe, efficient, attractive and environmentally sensitive,
while adequately serving the needs of the motoring public, bicyclists, pedestrians and
commercial traffic including rail and service. Route 12 will be a wider road with
adequate shoulders, appropriate guardrails, and safe passage for bicyclists and
pedestrians, while providing better access and parking to enjoy the River. The project
will realistically maximize the limited space available for the various modes of
transportation, while preserving and enhancing the scenic qualities of the area for the
travelers and residents.

